Reviews for MGS DECOR
RAGHU RAJAGOPAL <rajagopalraghu@yahoo.com>
I was actually searching for an interior service provider who would work with me on my own design, and implement the
way I needed. I searched and visited more than 4 different providers and looked at some of their work , but none had
impressed me by their design or quality of work...Most of the references and portfolios they have published in their
websites were found to be fake as well. Finally, When I was looking for a provider through Houzz, I saw few references of
MGS Decors, a boutique interior design firm owned by Mr.Ganesan. I called him and met him at his office to look at some
of his work, and discuss my requirement. I was very impressed by Mr.Ganesan's Professional experience and approach, and
readiness and flexibility that he showed in terms of implementing some of the designs I shared with him. He shared actual
photographs of some of his work and showed the kind of material and finish he would be using... I found him reasonable in
terms of his Pricing as well, and so decided to give him the complete wood work for my home. I just handed him the key ,
and I did not even visit the Site more than once in the overall Project duration...He managed it end to end, completed the
work the way I wanted, and delivered exactly within the time of 8 weeks that he committed. Quality and Finish were very
good.
Overall, myself and my wife are very satisfied with this work and the way he handled it throughout the Project. We have
already referred him to a friend of ours who have already given him the work, and I would be more than happy to give any
references with regards to MGS Decor

James Solomon <solomon73@gmail.com>
Basically MGS DECOR are professionals, the way they handled the project right from the beginning to the finish exhibits
their experience in interior decoration. the final quotation was not finalized until my ideas was agreed and brought up int
he plan which took three months, so they were keen on fulling filling the customers idea and plans right to the bottom line.
at last they did what they said and the quality of the work is admirable which gives me the opportunity to recommend
them to my friends and colleagues for their future projects in confidence.

Prashant Angyan <prasangyan@gmail.com>
Great company! Extremely professional and delivered on the date promised. I would definitely work with them again if I
ever have any interior wood work needs.

Vijay Sankar <vijaysankar.cg@gmail.com>
My wife & I wanted to get our interiors done by some one who is experienced, professional, able to understand our
requirements and can deliver it at a reasonable timeline at a competitive price and good quality. We had looked at various
options before looking at one of Mr.Ganesh's projects and from the moment we started our discussions with him, we knew
that he was the one.
MGS decors under the leadership, vision & supervision for Mr.Ganesh did an excellent job as we had entrusted the entire
wood work for our home. The project was completed well within the promised timeline and the finish and quality were
very good and we very completely satisfied with the outcome as they were exactly what we had seen in the designs.
I would recommend Ganesh & MGS to anyone who is looking for someone who needs an interior furnisher with empathy,
stylish functional design and understanding customer needs.

Vanaja Ramamoorthy

<vanajamoorthy@yahoo.com>

After discussing with various interior designers about our requirements we entrusted the entire woodwork to MGS Decors.
What made us finalize on MGS was the number of options they offered and their willingness to customize according to our
taste and requirements while not compromising on the standard and the look. The personal attention the team gives to
each project is truly commendable. The entire project was done with utmost care that one would take while working on his
own house. When we wanted some changes in the TV unit after it was completed, they readily accommodated us. We are
delighted with the exceptional finish. Thank you for the class you have added to our home.

Lakshmin Narayanan <klnarayanan_2000@rediffmail.com>
Reasonable price, delivered with the committed quality, on time and as shown during design phase. I am extremely happy
with the work and professionalism. I will choose them for future work as well as recommend to friends.

Sanjay Das

<sdas1970@yahoo.co.uk>

After seeing several Modular kitchen providers, when I met the owner of M/s MGS Decor, I immediately knew that this is
the right man for the job. A few months later I knew my hunch was spot on.
MGS Decor have supplied/fitted the modular kitchen and wardrobes in my residence. The quality of their work and their
after sales service is second to none. Whilst it took longer than originally thought, it didnt matter to me as I was more
interested in the quality of the work. At the beginning I was given several options to select from and different quotes for
each option was given to me. I was taken to some of their earlier customers to see the quality of the work. The work was
completed most professionally 100% to my satisfaction. I found them to be flexible to my needs and any bespoke changes
were put in as per my requirements.
What more does one want?
Highly recommended.

Dr k Chandrasekar <kcsekhar67@gmail.com>
My contact with Mr Ganesan of MGS Decor was through web site and was impressed by his pure professional approach. I
hired him without inspecting any of his previous jobs. He stood steadily on my trust and delivered the designed interior
wood work for my three bed room apartment at Ceebros Boulevarfd, located at Rajiv Gandhi IT road, Thuraippakkam,
Chennai. It was a pressure job because of my scheduled departure to USA and Mr Ganesan ,accomplished his project on
time.
Mr Ganesan is punctual and will not work for excuses. I shall be soon handing over another project to him very soon.I wish
him great times to come!

